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DOE
FASCINATION „HUNTING IN ROMANIA“

Our hunting grounds are located in Transylvania in 
Greater Alba Iulia / Târgu Mureş / Bistriţa. Arrival is 
possible either by car or by plane. The nearest airports 
are in Sibiu or Cluj-Napoca, where we can pick you up. 
Depending on your personal wishes and the current 
hunting situation, we will select the most suitable hun-
ting area for you in consultation with you. It is a scenic 
hunting grounds in unspoiled nature with altitudes of 
300-2000 m. The area is enclosed in the west by the 
Apuseni Mountains and in the east by the Carpathians. 
Our territories currently form a hunting ground totaling 
approximately 450,000 hectares.

The roe deer population in Transylvania is very good. 
Bucks trophies weighing more than 500 grams are shot 
regularly, and occasionally more than 600 grams (net) 
come to the range. Thus, the trophy quality in our ter-
ritories is at least as good as in East Hungarian territo-
ries, but with cheaper shooting fees. Depending on the 
hunting area topography and vegetation differ greatly. 
From varied hilly landscape with small forests and 
hedges on wine growing areas to mountain areas, the 
hunting opportunities. As a result, it is still possible to 
hunt for strong bucks in June, since in some areas scar-
cely any agriculture is used, which keeps the vegetation 
lower.

DOE
IN ROMANIA

from €

899.00
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OFFER
FASCINATION „HUNTING IN ROMANIA“
Hunting season: from 01.05 to 15.09

HUNTER`S FEES:

until 300 g  € 225 €
until 350 g  € 225 €  + € 4.50 /g
until 400 g  € 450 €  + € 5.00 /g
until 450 g  € 700 €  + € 9.00 /g
until 500 g         € 1‘150 €  + € 12.00 /g
until 550 g         € 1‘750 €  + € 23.00 /g
from 551 g          € 2‘900 €  + € 30.00 /g

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE:
(Prices subject to changes)

- 3 full hunting days
- 4 nights in a double room (full board)
- hunting organization
- Guided tour 1: 1
- Trophy prep in the field

Stalking/sitting:  € 899

Wounded and not found game is considered
shot! Once the animal(s) are killed, the hunt is
considered over.

NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE:

- Arrival and departure
- Hotel accommodation before & after the hunt
- Airport Service*    € 100 - 200 / Fri *
- Alcoholic drinks
- Personal expenses and tips
- Hunters fees *
- Taxidermist
- Skull preparation *    €   50 €
- Remove blanket for preparation  € 100 €
- Additional hunting days   € 250 /day
- Hunting license + insurance      € 150 €
- Gun rental incl. Ammunition        €   50 /day
- Processing fee    € 195 €

*To pay on the spot

Terms and conditions of capra Adventures 
apply.


